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TheGame Overview 

https://www.oldtemecula.com/+portfolio.htm 

TheGame is the Incredible Secret Money Machine 

The online spreadsheet is updated hourly 

The Stock Market is overrun by Make-Believe & Coyotes. When it comes to money people can get really weird. 

Everyone talks about their winners, not their many losers which creates a misguided illusion. 

 I do not promote strategies as you will develop your own. TheGame is a self-sufficient computer program executing on 

a MS Excel spreadsheet. It runs 24/7 collecting stock market data. 

The Goal of TheGame is to not lose any profit which I would consider to just be gambling. 

TheGame gives focus and suggests the better Stock/ETF’s to buy but you will make the final decision. It is often best to 

hold your bet for 48 hours and then sell before Market close. Otherwise you’re on your own using your instincts which 

must be good. 

TheGame organizes and displays data in an original view, which is the Excitement of TheGame. 

- Looking at TheGame Spreadsheet - 

Notice the Cells in the open field on the row to the right the Symbols that are brighter, these “Opened” above its 

previous days price close. 

Cells where the indicated profit is bold had an above average volume, may be a good time to sell. 

Rows with multiple light green (Bull) & light brown/orange (Bear) cells have the most activity. 

Column 1 (left side) 

This is the 10-day profit from each Stock/ETF - With $10,000 invested or for $1000 just move the decimal over. 

Stock/ETF’s in the same column that are Pee-Yellow have Bull behavior (trending-up) most favored in a Bull Market and 

Brown are Bear behavior (trending-down). 

Col 2 – At the top of the column is the time of the last data download and re-calculation. 

Col 2 - Each day is divided into 12 intervals and the color indicate trending up as green and down as red. 

Col 2 – The Market has a tendency to shift directions between 7:30 & 8:30 AM PST or 10:30 & 11:30 AM EST, observing if 

your choice is green or reddish can be a Market movement indicator in the moment. 

Col 2 - At the end of each interval the % of profit change is shown, something to watch per ETF. 

Col 3 - ETF symbols marked in dark orange are the hottest movers in a Bull Market. Stocks are Yellow. 

Col 4 - Last Share price. Bright green cells TheGame is recommending it is a Buy 30 minutes before close. 

Col 5 - The total number of shares $10,000 can purchase at the last indicated price. 

Col 6 - The latest profit or loss. Also if any Buy is indicated a outlined window box is around the cell. 

Col 7 - The orange cells indicate up-trending 10% or more in the last few days, green up 7%. 
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Col 7 – Important: When a Buy is indicated by a Green, Blue or Brown outlined window box in col-6 you want to favor 

any Stock/ETF with Light Orange/Green cells in its history on the row to the right. This is where the profitable action is.  

Look at the row history of the last 5-weeks.  

Col 8 - The green cells indicate up-trending 7% or more the last few days. Orange cells up 10%. 

The dark brown cells are a major profit loss, a yellow cell is unusual high volume profit loss. 

Theoretically a green outlined window box in col-6 is a two day hold trending with a Bull Market. Search the spreadsheet 

as these green outlined indicators rarely lose money. 

ETF’s are Exchange Traded Funds. These are safer than individual stocks as each one can be a collection of 30 stocks or 

more from a particular sector. 

The best time to Buy or Sell is in the last 30 minutes of the trading day. - Set an Alarm – 

 

Click to Enlarge Image 

- Hope You are having Trading Success - 

chris@oldtemecula.com 
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